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What I did to competently comply with SB 277
Part I

In My Defense

Part II The CDC and the Science
Part III Addendum
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I never wanted to do anything untoward, but
there was a lot of confusion and ambiguity on how
to write medical exemptions under the law based
on SB 277, I created a detailed Policy & Procedure
manual after careful examination of the medical
literature.
I wanted to do the right thing for the children who
came to me under the circumstances. I had a
responsibility to protect the vulnerable under the
parameters of the new law.
But no one in officialdom came forward to assist
with understanding what the new law meant or
how to implement it in the context of writing
medical exemptions for a couple of years.
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Lack of Standard

Despite Dr. Pan’s reassurance that there would be
no limitations in writing Medical Exemptions,
practically speaking no one has complete
discretion to do whatever they want.
I reached out to the Medical Board to review
and clarify what I had the discretion to do and was
rebuffed.
“We don’t do that, we just respond to
complaints,” I was told.
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Many physicians and even knowledgeable lawyers
believed the law based on SB 277 changed the
criteria for Medical Exemptions by making a
physician’s determination of “safety” the
benchmark.
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“including, but not limited to, family
medical history, for which the physician
does not recommend immunization,”
……but……
"is not considered safe" is a very broad
phrase given there is nothing to
compare "safe" to, nor does the law
define safe. Safe is not just a word.
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Dr. Pan seemed to clear that up when
he said: “There are no limitations to
writing a medical exemption other than
the physician’s medical judgment.”
“There is no specific list of things that
they can or cannot exempt for.”
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Pan was either defining a new Standard
for writing exemptions or he was
creating great confusion and ambiguity
about writing Medical Exemptions.
Before SB 277 – Medical Exemptions
were limited to CDC contraindications,
which do not take into account family
history or genetics. And the word
contraindication was even edited out of
the law.
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Based on the explicit statements of Dr. Pan many
physicians thought SB 277 did in fact change
change the law and the standard of care.
He encouraged physicians to think they had the
discretion to write medical exemptions beyond
CDC suggested guidelines, but then called them
fraudsters for doing what he encouraged them
to do.
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But let’s say SB 277 didn’t create a new
Standard, still I and many others
thought it did and acted in good faith.
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A medical exemption is not a treatment – it is “advice” (see Cal. Business & Professions Code
section 2234.1(a) protecting alternative treatments and advice). So a medical exemption inquiry
begs the question whether the doctor proactively gave any advice to protect the patient and
community from infectious disease.
Each one of my patients were informed that “the medical exemption letter is ‘a recommendation’
that does not prohibit your child from obtaining a second opinion or obtaining vaccination from
another physician. The medical exemption is written from my integrative/functional medicine
perspective. It is my medical opinion about the risk your child may experience based on their
genetics. Having said that, integrative physicians who practice alternative or complementary
medicine routinely function in different medical communities than conventional physicians you are
encouraged to get the opinion of a conventional physician as well if you so choose to do so.”
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“different doctors may disagree in good faith upon what would
encompass the proper treatment or diagnosis of a medical
problem in a given situation. Medicine is not a field of
absolutes. There is not ordinarily only one correct route to be
followed at any given time. There is always the need for
professional judgment as to what course of conduct would be
most appropriate with regard to the patient’s condition.”
Barton v. Owen, 71 Cal. App.3d 484, 501-502 (Cal.App.2.Dist.
1977).
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The MBC’s current position is SB 277 didn’t change
anything, the Standard of Care didn’t change.
I submit that SB 277 was rejected and replaced
with 276 for the express reason that it did give
physicians the authority to write medical
exemptions beyond CDC contraindications and that
was not really what its proponents intended. It was
SB 276 that was the desired law and the SB 277
was just a temporizing measure, because 276
would never have passed in 2015.
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“Where there is more than one recognized method of diagnosis or
treatment, and no one of them is used exclusively and uniformly by all
practitioners of good standing, a physician and surgeon is not negligent
if, in exercising his best judgment, he selects one of the approved
methods, which later turns out to be a wrong selection, or one not
favored by certain other practitioners.”
California Civil Jury Instruction (BAJI) 6.03. Se also, BAJI Instruction 214A, California Jury Instructions, Civil, 4th Revised Edition.
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There was a systemic problem with the
ambiguous law created by SB 277.
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Real Standard of Care is making a
reasonable effort to provide the best
care under the circumstances.
Real Standard of Care would include
informed consent - something that was
eliminated by SB 277.
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With Informed Consent functionally eliminated
understanding what “safe” meant became
even more important especially since “safe” in
the context of SB 277 was what the physician
determined was safe.
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So, if safety is the determining factor how does
a competent physician deal with the cognitive
dissonance that just came from the World
Health Organization meeting where they
admitted that vaccine hesitancy is backed by
science not misinformation and that the
mantra vaccines are safe or adequately tested
is not the compete truth.
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Vaccine Injury is real and while those vulnerable may be a minority
that is the point – they are a minority and have rights to be protected
not eroded. They deserve to be safe, and those few physicians who
actually screened them for risk should not be disciplined for
conscientiously doing what they thought the law called for.
In the zeal to protect the Vaccine Program and Vaccine Policy the
primary objective of protecting every child to the greatest extent
possible from harm has been lost. Every child susceptible to a vaccine
injury or injured by a vaccine deserves better. They deserve to be
screened for risk, and if required protected.
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Part II What CDC documents, the WHO and Government Science Reveals
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When it comes to vaccines the CDC and the IOM
(Institute of Medicine) are considered the highest
law in the land.
So what did they know and when did they know
it?
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In 1999, the CDC looked at the Hep B vaccine
(Results not released to the Public or the Medical Community)
The results of this study were never
released by the CDC, and an abstract of
the study was only recently obtained
under a FOIA request. Children
vaccinated with Hepatitis B vaccine in
the first month of life, compared to
children receiving no vaccines in the
first month of life, had an increased
risk of 829% for ADHD, 762% for
autism, 638% for ADD, 565% for tics,
498% for sleep disorders, and 206% for
speech delays.
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Not released to the Public
In June of 2000 the CDC held a secret meeting to discuss
more disturbing results. Fifty-one vaccine and vaccine
safety researchers and experts meet in Georgia to review
data regarding Thimerosal in vaccines and nervous
system disorders. A report summarizing the meeting was
presented to ACIP.
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What was disclosed at Simpsonwood?
That the relative rates of increased risk to children
exposed to greater than 25 mcg of Thimerosal according
to the original study:
ADHD: 11.35 times more likely
autism: 7.62 times more likely
ADD: 6.38 times more likely
Tics: 5.65 times more likely
Speech and language delay: 2.08 times more likely
Any relative risk higher than 2 is considered positive.
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What was disclosed at Simpsonwood?
The experts at Simpsonwood could not decide if it was
Thimerosal (mercury) or something else in the vaccine
that was causing the problems they were finding. At that
time almost all the vaccines had Thimerosal in them and
not at the reduced levels now seen today. They knew
they had a problem but were uncertain which vaccine
component(s) to blame. They just decided to hide the
information not research what the problem was.
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Simpsonwood 2000 vs WHO meeting on Global Vaccine Safety
2019?
While a CDC meeting that took place in the year 2000 might
seem like it is only of historical interest, because the CDC and
other experts decided not to research their alarming findings and
cover them up, the same issues were brought up 20 years later
by the WHO.
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Simpsonwood vs WHO meeting on Global Vaccine Safety 2019?
page 19-20, Walt Ornstein says, “Aluminum and mercury are
often simultaneously administered to infants …However, we also
learned that there is absolutely no data, including animal data,
about the potential for synergy, additivity, or antagonism, all of
which can occur in binary metal mixtures that relate and allow us
to draw any conclusions from the simultaneous exposure to
these two salts in vaccines.”
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Twenty years later… from the WHO
There’s a lot of vaccine safety science that’s needed, and without
the good science we can’t have good communication. So,
although I’m talking about all these other contextual issues and
communication issues, it absolutely needs the science as the
backbone. You can’t repurpose the same old science that’s
relevant to new problems. So we need much more investment in
safety science.
Heidi Larson, Director of the WHO’s Vaccine Confidence Project.
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From Simpsonwood…
“There are just a host of neurodevelopmental data that would
suggest we’ve got a serious problem.” (p. 24)
“The second point I could make is that in relationship to
aluminum, being a nephrologist for a long time, the potential for
aluminum and central nervous system toxicity was well
established by dialysis data. To think there isn’t some possible
problem here is unreal.” (p. 24-25)
Dr. Weil (Pediatrician representing the Committee on
Environmental Health of the Academy)

From the WHO…
“As we add adjuvants…the primary concern, though, is systemic
adverse events rather than local adverse events. And we tend to
get in the Phase II and Phase III studies quite good data on the
local reactogenicity…But this is not the major health concern.
The major health concerns which we are seeing are accusations
of long-term effects. So to come back to this, I’m going to once
again point to the regulators. It comes down to ensuring that we
conduct the Phase II and the Phase III studies with adequate size
and with the appropriate measurement.”
Martin Howell Friede, Coordinator, Initiative for Vaccine
Research, WHO
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From Simpsonwood…
“…The number of dose related relationships are linear and statistically
significant. You can play with this all you want. They are linear. They are
statistically significant.” (p. 207)
“…The increased incidence of neurobehavioral problems in children in the
past few decades is probably real…I work in the school system where my
effort is entirely in special education and I have to say that the number of
kids getting help in special education is growing nationally and state by
state at a rate we have not seen before. So there is some kind of an
increase. We can argue about what it is due to…But there are certainly
more kids with ADD and there are more kids with speech and language
disorders than there have been in the past.” (p. 207)
Dr. Weil
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From the WHO…
We have a very wobbly health professional frontline that is
starting to question vaccines and the safety of vaccines. When
the frontline professionals are starting to question or they don’t
feel like they have enough confidence about the safety.
Heidi Larson
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The only post-market safety
surveillance system that the CDC has is
the passive VAERS reporting system
even though it admits the VAERS
system leaves out over 99% of actual
adverse events. This CDC publication
reveals that between 1997-2013 79.4%
of SIDS deaths had a vaccine in the last
24 hours.
Paradoxically, they concluded there
were no concerning patterns of the
deaths reported.
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Obviously, if you believe that no
children are harmed from a vaccine or
that the most dangerous ingredient in a
vaccine is water, as per Dr. Pan, or that
vaccines are the only means to deal
with infectious disease then
any physician who provides an
exemption is grossly negligent.
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The CDC commissioned a study to see if the VAERS system
could be improved upon – the Harvard-Pilgrim Support for
Public Health–Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System.
The data was collected between 2007 and 2010.
What the CDC found out was the actual Adverse Event rate
from vaccines was 1 in 39 (not the 1 in a million the public is
told).
The CDC ignored the study and ghosted the scientists
involved.

In 2013 the IOM stated:
“Because [vaccine] trials are
primarily ... for determination of
efficacy, conclusions about vaccine
safety derived from these trials are
limited.”
And that efficacy is research
efficacy not clinical efficacy.
So, at least one respected faction
of the Government/HHS is saying
you can say vaccines are safe all
you want but make no mistake the studies that are being done are
not safety studies.
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
2013 IOM Report on Safety of Entire Immunization Schedule

https://www.nap.edu/download/13563
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
2013 IOM Report on Safety of Entire Immunization Schedule

The IOM report essentially said there is no Vaccine Safety
Science being conducted, which is legally untenable given The
1986 Vaccine Injury Act required HHS to report to Congress
every two years about safety issues.
But there are no reports….. Decades of no reports.
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
Now… why would there be no reports to Congress as required by law?
If you don’t do safety evaluations some feel you can say
there is safety when there is none.
On Dec 2-3, 2019, the WHO held an important meeting
called the Global Vaccine Safety Summit where they
admitted there is no vaccine safety science but their
concern was the Public Perception of this information.
They said it is not misinformation that there is almost no
safety science and that vaccine safety needs to BEGIN to be
monitored or the Public will lose confidence.
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
Even though there is no vaccine safety science the public must think there is.

Here Dr. Larson explains that Global Health Policy
inadvertently created a vaccine dependent population
and if the (false) confidence in vaccine safety is lost
there could be major outbreaks, because natural
immunity has been lost (because of the use of
vaccines).
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
How did vaccine safety research get left out of the
program when saying vaccine are safe has become
an axiom?

Dr. Friede's answer was that they NEED TO CONDUCT
THE STUDIES! With adequate size and appropriate
measurement!
He said that because the studies are NOT being done.
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
Dr. Soumya Swaminathan, the Chief Scientist of the
World Health Organization, admitted that some
vaccines are killing people during the WHO Global
Vaccine Safety Summit
“One should be able to give a very factual account of
what exactly is happening, what the cause of deaths
are, but in most cases there’s some obfuscation at
that level and therefore there’s less and less trust in
the system,”
The system she is talking about is the vaccine
program that is losing trust because safety has not
been studied.

In 2014 the CDC published this study….
Not only did they find the
Pertussis vaccine didn’t work,
because 90% of the bacteria had
evolved beyond the vaccine’s
reach but that getting the vaccine
increased the chances of coming
down with Pertussis four fold.
Obviously, the ability to produce
antibodies does not make a
vaccine efficacious if those
antibodies do less than nothing.
But that is clinical efficacy and is
not used by the CDC/FDA as a
criteria of efficacy.
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African-American ancestry leads to a much more intense immune response from the MMR

The CDC’s senior scientist for its seminal MMR-autism study has recently revealed that the CDC concealed
an association between MMR and autism and shredded the study’s data so no one would know.

“Oh my God, I can’t believe we did what we did. But we did. It’s all there. It’s all
there.”
“I have great shame now when I meet families with kids with autism because I have
been part of the problem ... the CDC is so paralyzed right now by anything related to
autism. They’re not doing what they should be doing because they’re afraid to look for
things that might be associated. So anyway there’s still a lot of shame with that. ... I
am completely ashamed of what I did.”
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Knowing there are safety problems and not disclosing them is exactly what would
make a vaccine manufacturer legally liable… the only thing that would make them
liable, and yet this is exactly what the CDC does….
The CDC… the organization most physicians just revere, the purveyor of truth and
science, and the last word on anything vaccine is not what we think it is. It is the
largest buyer and seller of vaccines in the country. They own 54 patents on
vaccines, and via their foundation except millions of dollars from the vaccine
stake holders. The organization is riddled with conflicts of interest and their
intention is not to promote public health but public health policies.
The FDA is no better….
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"any possible doubts, whether or not well founded, about the safety of the vaccine
cannot be allowed to exist in view of the need to assure that the vaccine will
continue to be used to the maximum extent consistent with the nation's public
health objectives.”
This is the policy of the FDA as it was
stated in 1984.
Doubts about Safety cannot be allowed
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Something to Ponder
Given the HHS/CDC has not done adequate safety testing, how did they develop their guidelines?
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Regulators say they rely on a passive post marketing surveillance program to determine safety

called

Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)
5,911,700
In 2016, VAERS received 59,117 reports including:
43,200 432 deaths,
109,100 1,091 permanent disabilities,
413,200 4,132 hospitalizations, and
1,028,400 10,284 emergency room visits.
“fewer than 1% of adverse events are reported”
(Source: Report Funded by HHS)

“Former FDA Commissioner David A. Kessler has estimated that VAERS reports currently represent only a
fraction of the serious adverse events.”
(Source: U.S. Congressional Report)
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Part III – the Addendum
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According to Dr. Poland at the Mayo Clinic,
extremely high levels of safety are required
for using vaccines, because…
“The one-size-fits-all approach to vaccination
ignores the complexity and diversity of the
human immune system and host genome.”
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One-size-fits-all is the opposite of an Individualized Medicine approach

Slide from Gregory Poland’s presentation: “The case for personalized Vaccinology in the 21st Century”
Poland is Editor-in-Chief of the journal Vaccine and head of the Vaccine Research Group at the Mayo Clinic
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The emerging field of Vaccinomics will usher in predictive Vaccinology
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In the book,1 Adverse Effects of Vaccines: Evidence and Causality
(2012) , the IOM acknowledges there is individual susceptibility
to serious vaccine injuries and a child’s genome, behaviors,
microbiome, intercurrent illness, and environmental exposure
should be used to determine that susceptibility.
But HHS has not followed thru on determining any of this even
though there is a law requiring HHS to do this type of research.
The IOM admonished HHS to “develop a framework that clarifies
and standardizes definitions of … populations that are potentially
susceptible to adverse events.”2

1.https://www.nap.edu/read/13164/chapter/5#82
2. https://www.nap.edu/read/13563/chapter/9#130
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The IOM correctly points out in 2011 that given the
“widespread use of vaccines” and “state mandates
requiring vaccination of children ... it is essential that
safety concerns receive assiduous attention.”*
In other words, vaccine safety is a public health
imperative.
(They did not say it was a mere public relations issue)

*https://www.nap.edu/read/13164/chapter/3#28
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Ironically Vaccinomics is being
misused today. In Europe where the
vaccine injured can still sue vaccine
manufacturers for Adverse Events,
against vaccine injured children.
If a child has a mutation on the
SCN1A* gene their case against the
manufacturer of the DPT vaccine will
be dismissed, because of the
documented association between that
gene mutation and brain
inflammation caused by the DPT
vaccine.

*While there are several genes associated with adverse events for certain vaccines, no comprehensive evaluation of their
potential for causing adverse events have been examined for other vaccines. It would be precautionary to assume they do.
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Where I would have given a medical
exemption to a child with an SCN1A
mutation, in Europe a child with this
same mutation will not get their day
in court because it was their fault they
had this mutation and they should
have known better before getting the
DPT vaccine.
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Not only was “safety” (or the lack
thereof) the only criteria in SB
277 for granting an exemption,
but CDC contraindications were
edited out of the law which thus,
“makes it clear that doctors can
use their own sound professional
judgement when determining an
exemption.” (Bonilla letter)
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… the authors of SB 277 did not elaborate on what they meant by “safety” but they did say there was no
limitation on a physicians ability to interpret the term:
"If a physician feels there is a genetic association in a sibling, a
cousin or some other relative that is not safe for a vaccine then
they can provide a medical exemption for that vaccine - there is
no limitation."
Senator Richard Pan 2015 testimony in front of the legislature
"One of the things we talked about is how important it is that
there be a strong, robust medical exemption so that anybody
who has a legitimate medical concern - genetic predisposition,
immunological problem - they can go to a doctor anywhere in
the state and get a medical exemption from that doctor. That is
very important to me."
Senator Ben Allen 2015 testimony in front of the legislature
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The legislative intent of SB277 is evidenced by the following Assembly Committee hearing transcript
(June 9, 2015) and Governor’s signing statement (June 30, 2015):
“Rob Bonta: Thank you, Dr. Pan. And then finally, we have an amendment regarding the medical
exemption and a physician's judgement. And I've heard from a number of constituents and
Californians regarding concerns that a medical exemption is difficult to obtain or was difficult to
obtain. I believe that current law states that a physician has complete, professional discretion
over the writing of a medical exemption. However, I have asked the author to take an
amendment to clarify that a medical exemption is entirely within the professional judgement
of a physician and we have agreement on that amendment.
“Richard Pan: Yes.”
…
Governor Jerry Brown’s Signing Statement, dated June 30, 2015 (“Thus, SB 277, while requiring
that school children be vaccinated, explicitly provides an exception when a physician believes
that circumstances – in the judgement and sound discretion of the physician – so warrant.”)
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Since vaccines are safe, having a law that makes
safety the benchmark for a medical exemption
wasn’t a concern because vaccines are safe and
everyone knows they are safe, so there should be
no medical exemptions.
But in the real world…..
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“litigation costs associated with claims of damage from
vaccine had forced several companies to end their
vaccine R&D programs as well as to stop producing
already licensed vaccines.”1
Instead of letting market forces compel vaccine
makers to create safer vaccines, Congress granted
companies financial immunity from CDC recommended
vaccines.2
1. https://www.nap.edu/read/2138/chapter/2
2. 2 U.S.C. § 300aa-1 et seq.
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National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act

Not only removed liability from vaccine manufacturers
but relieved them from determining safety as well.
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The only way one can hold a vaccine maker liable is if you can
show they knew there was a safety problem and they didn’t
disclose it, so they were incentivized to do no safety testing.
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National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (1986)
Made HHS responsible for Vaccine Safety

HHS
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Using SIDS as an example:
The manufacturer comes right out and says,
“cases of SIDS can be expected to follow receipt
of the DPT/DTaP vaccines” – even though they
imply that is just happenstance. They are now
legally off the hook and have immunity.
HHS/FDA/CDC are responsible for safety so
they looked at those happenstance numbers….
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Even though the CDC crunched the numbers
(2015) and found that 79% of the reported SIDS cases
received a vaccine in the 24 hours prior to their SIDS event,
they somehow concluded there were no concerning
patterns among the death reports.
In fact the CDC comes right out and says there is no link between
vaccines and SIDS. 1 However independent researchers have found a
significant correlation between Infant Mortality Rates and the
number of vaccines administered.2

79.4% of infants died on the same day
vaccinated isn't a concerning pattern?
1 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/concerns/sids.html
2 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3170075/pdf/
10.1177_0960327111407644.pdf
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When 79.4% of infants died on the
same day vaccinated maybe this
shouldn’t be called SIDS but called
VIDS.

ttps://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3170075/pdf/
10.1177_0960327111407644.pdf
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How did the government/pediatric medical
community respond to exploding SIDS rates?
Miller/Goldman explain that, “In 1992, to
address the unacceptable SIDS rate, the
American Academy of Pediatrics initiated a
‘Back to Sleep’ campaign, convincing parents
to place their infants supine, rather than
prone, during sleep.”
The CDC tells us that it has decreased the
SIDS rate dramatically. Here is the CDC graph
touting the success of the “Back to Sleep”
campaign. Making the campaign appear
effective.
Did SIDS rates really fall or are these
statistics smoke and mirrors?
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The public was mislead through
reclassification of deaths. Infant deaths that
would have been categorized as SIDS prior
to the Back to Sleep campaign began being
classified in new categories, leading to the
false public perception that unexplained
infant mortality was actually decreasing.
Here is a CDC pie graph illustrating infant
death in 2015. Notice there are now 3 “top”
categories for SIDS (in actuality there are
multiple new sudden unexplained death
categories, but most deaths fall into these
top 3).
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The Miller/Goldman study
includes this graph depicting the
data. Notice that the overall
infant mortality rate from 99-01
is relatively constant. Only the
reported SIDS deaths decline,
because they are being recategorized.
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This report published in Pediatrics in
2011 states, “Between 1984 and 2004,
ASSB (accidental suffocation and
strangulation in bedding) infant
mortality rates more than quadrupled,
from 2.8 to 12.5 deaths per 100,000 live
births, which represents 513 infant
deaths attributed to ASSB in 2004
compared with 103 in 1984.”
So, the Back to Sleep campaign did not
have an effect on SIDS death.
https://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/128/5/
e1341.full#xref-ref-13-1
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In Evidence Concerning Pertussis
Vaccines and Deaths Classified as
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, the
IOM concluded that the DPT vaccine,
“may be a generally unrecognized
major cause of sudden infant and early
childhood death, and that the risks of
immunization may outweigh its
potential benefits. A need for reevaluation and possible modification of
current vaccination procedures is
indicated by this study.”
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK234363/pdf/
Bookshelf_NBK234363.pdf
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“…and that the risks of immunization
may outweigh its potential benefits.”
One part of the government is stating
the risks of the DPT outweigh the
benefits, and another part of the
government saying there is nothing to
see here – vaccines are safe.
Not only does this create confusion, but
it points to a systemic problem that is
not in the best interest of children.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK234363/pdf/
Bookshelf_NBK234363.pdf
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This study found that two-thirds of
babies who had died from SIDS had
been vaccinated against DPT
(diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus toxoid)
prior to death. Of these, 6.5% died
within 12 hours of vaccination; 13%
within 24 hours; 26% within 3 days; and
37%, 61%, and 70% within 1, 2, and 3
weeks, respectively. It also found that
vaccinated babies died most often at 2
and 4 months- the same ages when
initial doses of DPT were given to
infants.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK234363/pdf/
Bookshelf_NBK234363.pdf
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The 2011 study, “A modified selfcontrolled case series method to
examine association between multidose
vaccinations and death” concluded that
based on a review of 300 sudden
unexplained deaths occurring after a
pentavalent or hexavalent vaccination,
“a 16-fold increase after the 4th dose
could be detected with a power of at
least 90 percent. A general 2-fold risk
increase after vaccination could be
detected with a power of 80 percent.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21337361
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As recently explained in a SCOTUS opinion, “[N]o one—neither the FDA nor any other
federal agency, nor state and federal juries—ensures that vaccine manufacturers
adequately take account of scientific and technological advancements. This concern is
especially acute with respect to vaccines that have already been released and
marketed to the public. Manufacturers ... will often have little or no incentive to
improve the designs of vaccines that are already generating significant profit
margins.”*
In other words if a vaccine is profitable it almost always gets left on the schedule even
if it is contributing to significantly increasing morbidity and mortality.

*Bruesewitz v. Wyeth LLC, 562 U.S. 223 (2011)
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The HHS covers up serious safety information about vaccines and runs interference for
the vaccine program. Why they would do this is clear. They are responsible for
approving the vaccines, recommending them, promoting them, defending them in
vaccine court, and distributing them.
You don’t have the person in charge of safety also be responsible for making sure the
ship sails on time, selling tickets and promoting the cruise.
Aside from the obvious cover-up of vaccine injury, and the censoring of critics, such a
situation can lead to FRAUD.

On the subject of Ships
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Two senior Merck scientists, Stephen
This is no longer just about safety this is about National Security
Krahling and Joan Wlochowski, filed their
Federal whistleblower lawsuit* in 2010
claiming Merck fraudulently added extra
antibodies to human blood samples. The
antibody titers are what is used to determine
efficacy, and thereby Merck won the MMR
monopoly. When the scientists threatened
to expose the fraud, Merck officials offered
bribes, threatened them with prison and
then destroyed the laboratory evidence in
The USS Fort McHenry was quarantined at sea for months
garbage bags.
in 2019 due to a Mumps outbreak in its fully vaccinated
crew.

*http://probeinternational.org/library/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/
chatom-v-merck.pdf
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Merck’s defective MMRII is currently causing dangerous Mumps epidemics in fully
vaccinated adults across the globe. A National Security risk if it takes a whole Navy
ship out of commission for months.
At FDA’s behest (GSK) recently published the results of US clinical trials for the
hasty licensing of Glaxo’s (MMR) vaccine Priorix®
Knowing that no MMR can survive safety testing against an inert placebo, FDA
allowed GSK to test Priorix against Merck’s MMR II. The results were so horrifying
for both vaccine formulations that Glaxo and FDA decided against publishing them
in the main paper burying them instead in a supplemental table within an
addendum.

https://academic.oup.com/jpids/advance-article/doi/10.1093/jpids/piz010/5372494#131942742
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A 1 in 10 chance of having to go to the Emergency Room

The MMR vaccine will cause a New Chronic Disease in 1 in 28 children

80
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The MMR vaccine will cause a New Chronic Disease in 1 in 28 children
Nearly 50% of vaccine recipients experienced adverse events within 42 days
of vaccination and over 10% of these required emergency room visits.
Roughly 2% of these adverse events were “serious” and 3.5% of vaccine
recipients were diagnosed with a “new onset chronic disease” within 6
months of vaccination.
These documented adverse event results are astronomically higher than
those in the vaccine industry talking points which claim vaccine adverse
events are “one-in-a-million”.
The 1 in 28 number is more in line with the results of the DHHS’s Lazarus
study* (Harvard-Pilgram) where 1 in 39 vaccine recipients showed an
adverse reaction.

*https://healthit.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
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What kind of safety testing does get done on vaccines?
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All non-vaccine drugs licensed by the FDA undergo long-term multi-year double- blind
safety studies during which the rate of adverse reactions in the group receiving the
drug under review is compared to the rate of adverse reactions in a group receiving an
inert placebo, such as a sugar pill or saline injection. For example, Lipitor’s prelicensure trials lasted a median of 4.8 years and controls received a sugar pill. *
Given vaccine makers have no liability for injuries caused by their vaccines, one would
expect that pre-licensure safety testing for vaccines would be more RIGOROUS than
that required for drugs, but the rub is if they do safety testing and find something
unsafe but fail to disclose it, they become liable for injuries caused by their vaccines.

*https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/label/2009/ 020702s056lbl.pdf

But the FDA states Vaccines do undergo rigorous safety testing,
But how rigorous are clinical trials be that last less than a week and are not placebo-controlled?
Recommended
Age
(First Dose)
1 Day Old

Hep-B (Engerix)/ GlaxoSmithKline

1 Day Old

Hep-B (Recombivax)/ Merck

Vaccine/ Manufacturer

Safety Review
Period Prior to
Licensure
4 Days1

Subject Group

Placebo Group*

Hep-B

No Placebo

5 Days2

Hep-B

No Placebo

* Not a single clinical trial for vaccines given to babies and toddlers has had a control group receiving a placebo

1. https://www.fda.gov/downloads/BiologicsBloodVaccines/ Vaccines/ApprovedProducts/UCM224503.pdf
2. https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/label/2009/ 020702s056lbl.pdf
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Is it normal to have Safety Review Periods that only last for a couple of days?
Recommended
Age
(First Dose)

Vaccine/ Manufacturer

Safety Review
Period Prior to
Licensure

Subject Group

Placebo Group

1 Day Old

Hep-B (Engerix)/ GlaxoSmithKline

4 Days

Hep-B

No Placebo

1 Day Old

Hep-B (Recombivax)/ Merck

5 Days

Hep-B

No Placebo

2 Month Old

Polio (PVI- Monkey Kidney)/ Sanofi Pasteur

48 hours*

Polio + DTP

DTP

*https://www.fda.gov/downloads/BiologicsBloodVaccines/ Vaccines/ApprovedProducts/UCM133479.pdf
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Instead of being compared to an inert placebo each new
vaccine need only be roughly as safe as one or several
previously licensed vaccines, which themselves were not
compared to a placebo. Not only is this unscientific but it
cannot establish the actual safety profile of any vaccine.
The IOM explains: “Because [vaccine] trials are primarily ... for
determination of efficacy, conclusions about vaccine safety
derived from these trials are limited.” *
*

https://www.nap.edu/read/13563/chapter/4
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IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE IOM (now called the
National Academy of Medicine)?
Vaccine safety can’t be determined
From current clinical trials

Here is a fellow who
got the Memo

Didn’t they get the MEMO*?

*This is not a joke, I was invited to testify in front of the Gov Reform & Oversight committee
regarding getting affected children into treatment, but was told off the record, “Everyone in
Government who wants to know whether vaccines were causing kids autism already knows and
are never going to do anything about it”
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It is scientifically impossible to ascertain if babies will develop immunological,
developmental or neurological disorders beyond these short safety review periods.
There is no justifiable reason why HHS refuses to examine whether giving 29
vaccine doses by one year of age can lead to health issues at 5 years of age.
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While the formulation of each vaccine is not identical, they do share many of the same
ingredients and adjuvants and it is not known yet which of these shared components
are potentially responsible for adverse events.
We do know that all the vaccines on the mandated schedule share the fact that they
are all untested for safety.
Since there is no functional safety testing being done, we know nothing about which
vaccine components are problematic. With so many shared ingredients, if a child is at risk,
it is currently impossible to know which of these ingredients are putting them at risk, and
one can argue the precautionary principle should be applied to high risk children and it
would be prudent to avoid the whole lot.
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Tertiary vaccine failure has to also be
taken into account when evaluating
safety, because even if a vaccine is
mostly safe* if the disease has mutated
or evolved beyond the vaccine there is
no efficacy. This has happened for the
Pertussis vaccine, the mumps vaccine
and even the measles vaccine.

*Vaccines are not tested for carcinogenicity, teratogenicity or
impairment of fertility, so one can’t actually say they are mostly safe.
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Gill et al. state “This disease is back
because we didn’t really understand
how our immune defenses against
whooping cough worked, and did not
understand how the vaccines needed to
work to prevent it....Instead we layered
assumptions upon assumptions, and
now find ourselves in the
uncomfortable position of admitting
that we made some crucial errors. This
is definitely not where we thought we’d
be in 2017”
Dr. Pan has said vaccines “work the way they work”, but if
they don’t work is that still the way they work? … they work by
not working? This is Orwellian Doublespeak.
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Does it matter how
many times one is
vaccinated for
genotype “A” when
what is circulating in
the real world is a
different virus.

Do we really have no other options to control certain infections than to vaccinate for a mismatched virus
over and over again? That is good for vaccine sales but is it good medicine? Is it good for the public?
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Nitazoxanide is an antiviral drug that
has activity against the Measles
virus family. But one would never
know there are other options out
there because they compete with
the infectious disease consensus
paradigm, which is controlled by
vaccine stakeholders.
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“Some of these tumor-forming cell lines may contain
cancer-causing viruses that are not actively
reproducing. Such viruses are hard to detect using
standard methods. These latent, or ‘quiet,’ viruses
pose a potential threat, since they might become
active under vaccine manufacturing conditions.”

While an obvious concern to the FDA, vaccines are not
evaluated for their potential ability to cause cancer or
whether the stealth viruses they are known to harbor are a
safety problem.

Safety is not something assumed.
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Both Salk and Sabin polio vaccines
were inadvertently contaminated
with the SV 40 virus and given to
100 million people.
“SV40 is significantly associated with
and may be functionally important in
the development of some human
malignancies.”
Not so silent cancer virus. But regulators
are silent because testing for vaccine
carcinogenicity is not required nor
done. THEY DON”T CARE TO KNOW.
This is not an “Oh well” situation
because vaccines are still contaminated
with various oncogenic viruses. But if
you don’t evaluate for carcinogenicity
you don’t get cancer safety questions
answered.
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Lack of Vaccine Safety Science
Vaccinated vs. Unvaccinated studies are few and oft unpublished perhaps
because they suggest the vaccines don’t work.

10x

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5360569/pdf/main.pdf
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Bear in mind that there are no clinically validated studies
showing the DPT vaccine actually works. The tetanus
component has never been clinically validated and there
are “no prospective study has shown beneficial survival
effects of DTP.”
“It should be of concern that the effect of routine
vaccinations on all-cause mortality was not tested in
randomized trials. All currently available evidence
suggests that DTP vaccine may kill more children from
other causes than it saves from diphtheria, tetanus or
pertussis.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5360569/pdf/main.pdf
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“All currently available evidence suggests that DPT vaccine may kill more children from
other causes than it saves from diphtheria, tetanus or pertussis”
Dr. Aaby’s study was more reliable than other vaccine
safety studies because the subjects were accurately
matched. An increasingly recognized problem in vaccine
safety studies is that subjects are typically not wellmatched. People with pre- existing health problems are
reluctant to receive a vaccine, and are therefore
unwittingly used as controls. When this happens, the
control group is sicker than the vaccine-exposed group at
the outset of the study. Studies with this problem give
wrong results, and make the vaccine look much safer
than it really is. Dr. Aaby’s study was one of the few
specifically designed to avoid this error.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5360569/pdf/main.pdf
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If the CDC did a Vaxxed vs unVaxxed study on the DPT what would it
look like?
It would look like this study because they did do one.
The CDC found not only doesn’t the
Pertussis vaccine work but it increase
the chances the child will be infected
FOUR FOLD.
It doesn’t work because 90% of the
circulating Pertussis bacteria have
mutated to such an extent the vaccine
can’t work. And getting the vaccine
sets the child up for infection.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3910938/pdf/zcd119.pdf
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While it may be legal to administer, for example, the DPT vaccine, once one
finds out the vaccine is flawed, increases the chances of getting the disease,
increases overall mortality, is giving this vaccine ethical? Is it in the best
interest of the public’s health?, is it professional?
The answer is it is not ethical, is not in the public’s interest and it is
unprofessional, which are the very externalized accusations being made
against physicians trying to screen children at high risk for having untoward
reactions to vaccines.
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If the CDC did a Vaxxed vs unVaxxed study on the Hep B vaccine
what would it look like?
It would look like this study because they did do one.
The results of this study were never
released by the CDC, and an abstract of
the study was only recently obtained
under a FOIA request. Children
vaccinated with Hepatitis B vaccine in
the first month of life, compared to
children receiving no vaccines in the
first month of life, had an increased
risk of 829% for ADHD, 762% for
autism, 638% for ADD, 565% for tics,
498% for sleep disorders, and 206% for
speech delays.
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What happens when you administer a vaccine to the public that is not tested
for safety?

In France they found it caused Multiple sclerosis, but what in the vaccine did this? Contamination with
other viruses, the Aluminum adjuvant? Since no one bothers to find out we don’t know. But the FDA
approved the vaccine to be given to babies even though it only had 4 days of testing.
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These untested adjuvants are dangerous

This study found that infants in the USA spend 70% of their first year with levels of
Aluminum in their bodies considered to be neurotoxic because of the vaccines they
were given.
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Cochrane is concerned enough to have propose a review of the literature on this subject

The problem is they aren’t going to
find any clinical trials to review.
Certainly no Randomized Control
Trials.

One could ask the question: Are we dealing with gross incompetence when it comes to vaccine safety or is this
actually criminal negligence?
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SB 277 was the only remaining Firewall in California that could
potentially
protect medical fragile or high risk children from Adverse Events
Following Immunization
With over 100 physicians under investigation for doing what they thought the
new law gave them the authority to do this is about an institutional failure to
provide guidance and parameters. If physicians were lead astray by SB 277, the
appropriate thing to do was issue an alert, a bulletin, and provide guidance.
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If 1 Out Of Every 39 Passengers Was Going To Get injured,
Maimed Or Killed
Every Time A Plane Took Off, Would you Fly?
In 2007 HHS granted Harvard Pilgrim Health Care $1 million to
Automate VAERS reporting (Active Surveillance not Passive). 1.4 million doses of
45 different vaccines were tracked in 376,452 patients – 35,570 reactions were
identified over 3 years.
After finding out the adverse event rate was 2.6% or 1 in 39 the CDC ghosted
the study and its investigators.
1 in 39 is not the 1 in a 1,000,000 the CDC claims is the rate of adverse events.

https://healthit.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/
r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
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Most people would not fly if there were a 1 in 39 chance of
having their luggage lost.
That is why the study was Ghosted by the CDC

https://healthit.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/
r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf
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HHS/FDA/CDC can and does ignore the massive body of Science
Supporting Vaccine Injury

But there will be consequences for ignoring, and censoring and faking the
science. This tragedy has not been concluded.
The CDC’s vaccine schedule has increased from 11 injections of 4 vaccines
in 1986 to 56 injections of 30 vaccines in 2017 along with a precipitous
increase in childhood chronic illness and developmental disabilities – from
12.8% to 54%.*
The 2011 IOM Report makes it clear that little has been ruled out with
regard to what injuries are caused by vaccines and no studies have been
conducted to assess the safety of any part of the vaccine schedule.
So what is safe in a sea of fraud and disinformation? Maybe it just what a
physician judges to be safe or unsafe as codified by SB 277.

*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20159870
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When uncontested medical research demonstrates a vaccine
has no apparent clinical efficacy, or worse actually increases
the susceptibility to the very disease it is supposed to offer
protection from what happens next?
Since nothing happens next, isn’t it unreasonable to blame
physicians doing their conscientious best to protect those who
could be at increased risk for an adverse event (as codified by
SB 277)?
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There are also genetic and racial disparities that make a vaccine safer for
some than for others
So, the lack of vaccine safety and denial of vaccine injury is actually a racist
policy.
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African-American ancestry leads to a much more intense immune response from the MMR
"Genetically defined race was, however, significantly
associated with both measles vaccine-induced
humoral and cellular immune responses, with subjects
genetically classified as having African-American
ancestry demonstrating significantly higher antibody
and cell-mediated immune responses relative to
subjects of Caucasian ancestry." (Poland, et al 2016)
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0264410X16307563
This scientific finding is consistent then with the CDC*
data showing African-American males have a 340%
increase in autism post MMR vaccine

*Confession of CDC whistle blower Dr. William Thompson
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African-American ancestry leads to a much more intense immune response from the MMR

The CDC’s senior scientist for its seminal MMR-autism study has recently revealed that the CDC concealed
an association between MMR and autism and shredded the study’s data so no one would know.

“Oh my God, I can’t believe we did what we did. But we did. It’s all there. It’s all
there.”
“I have great shame now when I meet families with kids with autism because I have
been part of the problem ... the CDC is so paralyzed right now by anything related to
autism. They’re not doing what they should be doing because they’re afraid to look for
things that might be associated. So anyway there’s still a lot of shame with that. ... I
am completely ashamed of what I did.”
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Genetic susceptibility, also called genetic predisposition, is an
increased likelihood or chance of developing a particular
untoward disease or response such as a vaccine adverse event
due to the presence of one or more gene mutations with or
without a family history of an increased risk
For example, compared to white children, the native American
Apache children have significant impairment of their antibody
response to H. influenzae type b polysaccharide , thus they may
be prone to develop adverse events if administered a H.
influenzae vaccine with H. influenzae type b polysaccharide as
its component.
Siber GR, Santosham M, Reid GR, Thompson C, Almeido-Hill J, Morell A, de Lange G, Ketcham JK,
Callahan EH: Impaired antibody response to Haemophilus influenzae type b polysaccharide and low IgG2
and IgG4 concentrations in Apache children. N Engl J Med. 1990, 323 (20): 1387-1392. 10.1056/
NEJM199011153232005.
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Dr. Offit is very pro-vaccine; although,
very selective about which vaccines
he thinks cause harm, but the point is
why “we would still be giving a
vaccine that causes harm…”
What is a conscientious physician to
do about knowing harm is being done
in the name of policy? In the name of
standard of practice?

